
All Word Positions

Initial Medial Final

1 syllable 2 syllables 3+ syllables 2 syllables 3+ syllables 1 syllable 2 syllables 3+ syllables

tab tabby tablecloth actor alligator ant about accurate

tack table tablespoon atom baby sitter art August acrobat

tad tablet tagalong attic battery at bandit alphabet

tag tackle tambourine baton beautiful ate basket apricot

tail taco tangerine batter bike safety aunt blanket astronaut

take tadpole taxicab battle butterfly bait bracelet bassinet

tale taffy teacher's aide beater calculator bat bucket billy goat

talk tailor teddy bear beauty capitol beat campsite cabinet

tall tailpipe teenager better caterpillar bet carrot calculate

tame take out telephone Betty clutter bite cassette celebrate

tan taken telephone book between computer boat chocolate chariot

tank takeoff telescope bottle conductor boot closet clarinet

tap talent television butter cottage cheese brat complete clothes basket

tape taller temperature button delighted but create coconut

tart tamer tenderloin cattle denominator cart delight cookie sheet

task Tammy Tennessee cheetah diameter cat desert cooperate

taste tangle tennis ball city elevator chat doughnut cowboy boot

taught tanker tennis court cottage equator cheat duet decorate

tax tap dance tennis shoes cotton excited coat edit dynamite

tea taper Teresa counter fairy tale cot exit elephant

teach tardy terrible crater fantastic cut faucet fishing net

teal target terrific curtain fifty five cute fish net graduate

team tassel tidal wave daughter fire safety dart flashlight hibernate

tear tasty Timothy delta flyswatter date forest opposite

tears tatter Tinkerbell dirty gymnastic dot forgot parachute

tease tattle together doctor hospital eat giant parakeet

Ted tattoo tomorrow downtown imitate eight good night parking lot

teen taxi tornado duty irritate fat grapefruit riverboat

teeth teacher turtledove eating janitor fate haircut separate

tell teacup tympanic eighteen Jupiter fault highlight supermarket

ten teapot typewriter eighty kilometer feet ice skate violet

tend teaspoon typical empty litterbug float insect

tense teller fifteen monitor flute jacket

tent temper fifty motorcycle foot lookout

tenth temple fourteen numerator fruit magnet

term tender gentle October gate market

test tennis guitar peanut butter get midnight

text tepee heater photograph goat minute

tick termite hotel piñata got orbit
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